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1. Overview 

The oil and gas story in India mirrors somewhat the development of federalism in the 

country.  It is a story of incremental steps, learning and experimentation.  Both the sector 

and India‘s federalism seem more robust today than before, though the evolution of oil and 

gas policy reflects a centralizing tendency in terms of decision-making, partnerships and 

the controls exerted by the Centre in what, at least for onshore oil and gas, is a state 

resource; this has inevitably led to tensions. Addressing such key national interests as 

ensuring energy security and reducing pressures on the balance of payments have been 

paramount government objectives for the sector.  Oil has been perceived as a strategic asset 

in India as far back as 1956, when Prime Minister Nehru said in Lok Sabha, that a country 

that does not produce its own oil is in a weak position. Self-reliance and acquisition of 

national capability drove policy. The statist orientation, choice of fiscal instruments, nature 

of contractual arrangements, and pricing systems that have evolved around oil and gas 

resources, are thus expressions of the strategic role that oil had and has in India‘s energy 

security and trade concerns. 

   The evolution of oil exploration and production policy since the fifties reveals a 

controlled opening up of the sector.  From the fifties until the early eighties, blocks were 

awarded only to the two national oil companies (NOCs), but the government of India 

started to invite private investment in oil and gas exploration in the late 1970s. 

Unfortunately, the nine exploration bidding rounds (1979–1995) did not see much success.  

Since 1999, the New Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP) Phase has seen blocks awarded 

to state and non-state companies, foreign and domestic, on a level playing field.   While 

prior to 1999, oil and gas exploration was almost entirely dominated by the two national oil 

companies (Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited or ONGC and Oil India Limited or 

OIL), the NELP was designed to attract new investment in oil and gas exploration by many 

private and joint ventures (JVs) especially Cairn Energy Limited and Reliance Industries 

Limited (RIL). 

Nationalist thinking thus dominated policy-making for over three decades, and the 

federal dimension only surfaced as an issue with the economic reforms in the early nineties, 

when states were given greater control over the industrial policy and allowed to seek 

private foreign investment. This also coincided with the rise of coalition governments in 

India, in which regionally-based parties played a key role, thus creating space for a greater 

voice for states at the Centre. As private sector participation in oil recommenced in the 

mid-1990s onshore, with oil being discovered by entities other than the national oil 

companies, states began to demand a larger say on oil and, later, natural gas issues. While 

developing oil was accepted as promoting the larger public good, it was also increasingly 

seen as a commercial venture, worth having a stake in. Objectives and claims have 

differed: the Centre wants affordable and secure supplies of oil and gas nationally; the 

producing states want increased revenues from such developments, compensation for 

incremental costs and some local value added; local regions want recognition of the rights 

of their people, and proper addressing of externalities.  Jayal, 2007 observed that 

emergence of coalition politics with strong regional parties has made Indian politics more 

inclusive of otherwise marginalized groups, while facilitating greater federalism and 

diffusion of powers. Even though the real diffusion of powers may still have a long way to 

go, voices have begun to be raised and sometimes heard from sub-national levels.  
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Emerging tensions were evident in 2007, when the Inter-State Council was asked to study 

the issue
1
 

2. Historical and regional context of petroleum industry 

Evolution of the petroleum industry 

The evolution of the petroleum industry in India reflects a strong interventionist and statist 

role. A central aim for the sector‘s policy-making in independent India was not to 

―surrender national interests and freedom of functioning‖.  K D Malaviya, known as the 

key architect of India‘s oil policy in the fifties argued in the Lok Sabha that ―the initiative 

must remain with us and whatever national interests demand must be fulfilled.‖
2
 This 

positioning reflected the perceived need to reduce external dependence for a strategic 

resource, reduce foreign exchange outflows, and indigenize production. The Industrial 

Policy Resolution of 1956 placed the mineral oil industry in schedule ‗A‘, making its 

development the sole and exclusive responsibility of the State. Accordingly, in 1956, the 

Oil and Gas Directorate was raised to the status of a Commission with enhanced powers. In 

1959, this Commission was converted into a statutory body further enhancing its powers in 

planning, promoting, and implementing programmes for the development of petroleum 

resources and the sale of petroleum and petroleum products. In the same year, Oil India 

Private Limited was incorporated to accelerate exploration and development activities.  

The evolution of policy for the sector can be seen as having three major phases.  Until 

the early 1980s, only the national oil companies were nominated and awarded blocks for 

exploration and production. This was followed by about two decades of intermittent 

production-sharing contracts with private companies and joint ventures in what is often 

referred to as the pre-NELP phase.  During this phase, nine rounds of bidding for 

exploration blocks took place and production sharing contracts were signed between 

private companies and Government of India, with ONGC and OIL. However, several 

factors, such as inadequacy of data, delayed approvals, lack of incentives and a perception 

that better potential blocks were reserved for national oil companies, conspired to make 

these rounds unsuccessful.
3
 In 1999, the New Exploration Licensing Policy was introduced, 

with a view to accelerating exploration activity. The NELP was designed in recognition of 

‗the need to step up the investment in exploration to hasten the pace of reserve accretion.
4
 

Treating public and private sector companies at par, the NELP incentivizes oil and gas 

exploration and production through terms that include differentiated royalties, exemption 

from oil development cess
5
 and customs duties, and a seven year tax-holiday from 

commencement of production; clear terms and conditions are set out under a Model 

Production Sharing Contract, with freedom to sell crude oil and natural gas in the domestic 

market at market related prices.  Other key features of this regime are the sharing of profit 

petroleum based on a pre-tax investment multiple, biddable cost recovery
6
 limit up to 

100%, no signature, discovery or production bonus, and no mandatory participation by the 

State or national oil companies. Since 1999, seven rounds of NELP have been concluded.  
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Pricing  

Prior to 1975, domestic crude was priced on the basis of import parity.  However, in the 

27 years from 1975, indigenous crude oil was subject to administered prices, based on the 

erroneous assumption that domestic production would increasingly meet total oil demands. 

At the start, the administered pricing mechanism was based on the long run social marginal 

cost of production (LRSMC).
7
   Until July 1981, domestic offshore crude was priced higher 

than onshore crude; thereafter they had the same price. In July 1981, following the second 

oil shock in 1979, the LRSMC basis of pricing was given up, and national oil companies 

were allowed an over 200% rise in prices, which still fell short of international prices. 

Between 1992 and 1998, crude oil prices were based on cost-plus with a 15% post tax rate 

of return. From April 1998, the weighted average FOB prices of imported crude served as 

the basis of pricing, with linkages rising from 75% to 82.50% at the end of the period in 

2002.  Prices for domestic production were fully deregulated in April 2002, and based on 

the Indian basket of imported crude.  This basket comprises average prices of Oman/Dubai 

and Brent (Dated) in the ratio of 62.3:37.7 w.e.f 1st April 2008.
8
   From April 2004 to July 

2008, the average price of this basket rose over 300%, but then started its dramatic fall in 

late 2008 and subsequent partial recovery in 2009.  

Upstream oil and gas industry: some key facts and figures 

India‘s proven oil reserves stood at 725 million metric tonnes (mmt) in 2007-08, and 

natural gas reserves at 1055 billion cubic metres (bcm)
9
 (Figures 1 a and b). The country‘s 

ratio of proven reserves to production at current levels of production is about 21 years for 

oil and 33 years for natural gas.  Of the proven oil reserves in 2006, 47% are in the Western 

offshore and 6% in the Eastern offshore; Gujarat has 22% and Assam 18% and the balance 

is in Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh.
10

 The distribution for natural gas reserves 

in 2006 is 37% Eastern offshore and 32% Western offshore, with 31% onshore: Assam has 

16% and Assam 8% 
11

; Thus, at present,  offshore India is more hydrocarbon rich than 

onshore India, especially in natural gas (Figure 1.b). This is important from a federal point 

of view, as offshore resources are owned by the Centre, while onshore are owned by states, 

as is discussed later.  

Figure 1 a: Evolution of Crude Oil reserves in India 
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Figure 1 b: Evolution of Natural gas  reserves in India 
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Source: http://www.petroleum.nic.in/petstat.pdf 

To reiterate, the hydrocarbon rich States with onshore resources are Gujarat, Assam, 

Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and, more recently, Rajasthan, while the main offshore 

regions are Bombay High (Western) and the Krishna Godavari basin (Eastern).  Total crude 

oil production estimate for 2007-08 was 34.1 mmt, with 11.2 mmt onshore and 22.9 mmt 

offshore. Gas production in 2007-08 was 32.3 bcm, with 9.1 bcm onshore and 23.2 bcm 

offshore.  Major onshore producing states in this year are Gujarat (55% of onshore oil and 

32% of onshore gas) and Assam (39% of onshore oil and 29% of onshore gas) (Figures 2a 

and b ). 

Figures 2 a and b: Region wise production of oil and gas in 2007-2008 

Source: http://www.petroleum.nic.in/petstat.pdf 

 

Figure 3 below provides the fiscal profile of major oil and gas producing states for 

(2005/06).   It is evident that except for Gujarat and Tamil Nadu, which are well diversified 

economies, the other oil and gas producing states have per capita incomes lower than the 

national average, and high fiscal deficits: for example,  Assam, the second largest oil and 

gas producing state in India, has a per capita income of about half the national average, and 

a fiscal deficit of 6.5% of GSDP.  
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Figure 3: Fiscal profile of major oil and gas producing states for (2005/06). 

             Bold lines indicate All-India average values 
SOURCE State Finances from RBI (2006); NSDP per capita  data from Ministry of Statistics and Programme 
Implementation http://mospi.nic.in/10_percapnsdp_cor_9394ser.htm, NSDP data is for year 2004/05 except data for 
Tripura (2003/04) 

One major issue around the growth of upstream oil and gas industry has been the 

respective roles of public and private companies.  The sector was dominated by national oil 

companies for a long time. Even when the government started bidding rounds and entering 

into production sharing contracts, the role of national oil companies was strong and they 

were parties to all contracts. It was also believed that one of the key reasons for pre-NELP 

rounds not being successful was the preference given to NOCs which has several good and 

profitable blocks reserved for exploration by them. In the pre-NELP regime, all private 

companies had to operate as joint ventures with the NOCs.  While under the NELP private 

companies are treated at par and have started operating on their own, the dominance of 

national oil companies continues.  Even after seven rounds of NELP, the ONGC and OIL 

account for a majority of oil and gas production in the country at 85% and 76% 

respectively.
12

 

 

3. Federal system and constitutional provisions 

Given the specific concerns of India at the time of independence, the Constitution framers 

developed a sui generis variant of federalism.
13

 An effort was made to strike a ‗creative 

balance‘ between an ‗effective centre and empowered states‘.
14

 The Indian model was often 

referred to as quasi-federal or a federation with a strong centralizing tendency
15

and accused 

of being a federation but not committed to federalism. 
16

 

The Constitution of India stipulated a ‗union of States‘.  While the constitutional 

drafting committee made it clear that though India was to be a federation, the federation 

was not a result of an agreement of states to join in the federation and therefore, no state 

had a right to secede from it.
17

 Despite the overriding powers of the Union over state 

governments in normal and emergency situations, the ‗power of the federated states is 

derived from a written Constitution, the lengthiest in the world‘, subject to judicial 

interpretation.
18

 It was deliberately kept flexible and envisaged that:  
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“The Constitution can be both unitary as well as federal according 

to the requirements of time and circumstances.‖
19

 

Clearly democracy can influence the functioning of a federation over time and in India‘s 

case the decline of dominance by the Congress Party and the gradual rise of opposition and 

particularly regionally based parties have been fundamental.  They have brought coalition 

politics to India, with no single party getting a parliamentary majority in the seven general 

elections since 1989.  In contrast, political formations at the state level have tended to 

coalesce around bipartisan politics.  Coalition governments have clearly brought greater 

visibility to state parties and interests in policy-making than was envisaged in the formal 

federal institutions.  State-based coalition partners influenced the policies of such 

institutions as the National Development Council and the Planning Commission, in an 

unprecedented manner given the prior history of Indian federalism.
20

  

Some states, including the oil rich states of Assam, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh and 

Tripura, have been given by the Central government the status of  ‗special category‘, which 

entitles them to special central grants and incentives for their development. Rao and Singh, 

2005 argue the bargaining power of the Special category states ―comes from the strategic 

importance for defending the borders of the nation, from the threat of insurgency. 
21

 

Constitutional system in India 

While the Indian Constitution was given a unitary bias for a number of reasons
22

, there was 

considerable federalization. In fact, the peculiar design of federalism adopted in the Indian 

context is evident in the unconventional distribution of powers compared to a more 

classical model of governance.
23

 Much of this reflects the tremendous socio-cultural and 

linguistic diversity in India, which made the task of designing the constitution as difficult 

as making a ‗constitution for many civilizations rolled into one‘.
24

 However, as Rao and 

Singh
25

, argue, it is the constitutional assignment of statutory powers to states that makes 

India a federal system. 

The Constitution of India assigns functions, legislative competence and fiscal powers 

for different subject to both the Centre and the states. Schedule VII, read with Article 246, 

assigns powers through three Lists: List I, the Union List, covers subjects that serve at a 

national level; List II, the State List, sets out those areas which are a state‘s exclusive 

jurisdiction, subject to other clauses; List III, the Concurrent List, identifies areas where 

both the Parliament and a State Legislature can make laws, subject to central law prevailing 

in case of a conflict where there is no scope for a harmonious reading of the provisions. 

Only Parliament has the residual power to make laws on any matters not included in the 

three lists. Overall, this assignment gives wide-ranging powers to the Centre. Over time, 

this distribution of powers has been evolving in interpretation and practice, and it has been 

argued that the once highly centralized federal structure has made space for a more 

‗negotiatory federalism‘. 
26

  

Along with the scheme of negotiatory or cooperative federalism, the Constitution 

envisages further decentralization, extending empowerment and devolution beyond state 
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level, to local and rural levels
27

. However, the constitution does not confer any direct 

powers on these third and fourth tiers of government, but enables and, to an extent, 

mandates the states to do so. Although the local (municipalities) and rural (Panchayat) 

governments still derive their powers from their respective states, the space for 

decentralized governance was enlarged when the Panchayat provisions were extended to 

scheduled areas in 1996.
28

 While in most of the country, local units of government are 

dependent on states to derive powers recognized by the Constitution, there are tribal and 

special  regions  that enjoy greater autonomy, e.g. fifth and sixth schedule areas and certain 

special category states. Like the Lists under seventh schedule, which lay down subjects for 

centre and states, there are lists for local and rural governments. However, the latter lists 

prescribe subjects where States are enabled to devolve their powers and responsibilities to 

Municipalities and Panchayats. 

In the case of centre-state sharing, the Constitution lays down functions and fiscal 

powers of the states and Centre, however, it is difficult to have an objective and clear-cut 

assignment of powers with respect to the ownership, control and sharing of compensation 

from resources. Different aspects of different resources are administered by either Central 

or State Government depending on where they are placed in the Schedule VII of the 

Constitution of India.  

 As in most other federations, there is a difference in the way offshore and onshore 

resources are owned and managed in India. This difference emanates from provisions under 

the Constitution, subsequent amendments to it and the laws made there under. 

Onshore oil and gas 

Ownership and Jurisdiction 

Articles 294-297 of the Constitution provide that the ownership of land and natural 

resources located within the territory of a state, vest with that state. Thus, the states own all 

of the petroleum resources found under the land in their territory. Such ownership of on-

shore petroleum resources has been further recognized by the Central legislation on 

oilfields development and regulation. However this ownership is not absolute and is 

significantly restricted by the Central government‘s powers over resource management.  

Thus ownership and control of resources have been separated and fall under different 

constitutional jurisdictions. The industry, both upstream and downstream, is under the 

control of the Central government because of Article 246, which asserts that only 

Parliament may make laws with respect to matters enumerated in List I of the Seventh 

Schedule, of which Entry 53 is ―Regulation and development of oilfields and mineral oil 

resources; petroleum and petroleum products‖. Natural gas, when found along with oil is 

treated as a petroleum product and when found un-associated is a mineral resource. 

Therefore, in either case natural gas is under the Central government‘s purview (and ―gas 

and gas works‖, which is a state subject, does not include natural gas). Further to these 

provisions, Parliament has passed legislation in respect of petroleum and petroleum 

products and mineral resources, namely, The Oil Fields (Regulation and Development) Act, 
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1948; The Oil Industry (Development) Act, 1974; Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines 

(Acquisition of Right of User in Land) Act, 1962; and Petroleum & Natural Gas Rules, 

1959. 

The Central Government has taken under its control all matters relating to the 

development of mineral oil and gas through the Oilfields Regulation and Development Act 

(ORDA). With this Act, the Central Government reserves to itself the right to make rules 

for regulating the grant of oil and gas development leases in respect of any mineral oil or 

any area as well as conservation and development of mineral oils even though it may be an 

onshore resource and owned by the states. In particular, these rules may provide for, inter-

alia, the collection of royalties, and the levy and collection of fees or taxes, in respect of 

mineral oils mined, quarried, excavated or collected. 

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Rules, promulgated under the ORDA, lay down the 

terms and conditions for granting exploration licenses and development leases in respect of 

petroleum and natural gas. States may grant a licence or lease for onshore oil and gas 

exploration and production but strictly in adherence to these rules. These rules recognize 

the states‘ ownership of petroleum extracted from within their boundaries, which entitles 

them to collect royalties, and to grant leases and licences for exploration and extraction of 

petroleum. However, their powers are controlled by the Centre because the royalty is fixed 

by the Centre and any licence or lease is granted only after the Centre‘s approval.  

In summary, the States‘ ownership right to oil and gas within their territory is clearly 

established but not absolute, and subject to qualifications and conditions imposed by the 

Centre.  Although the States have a right to the share of revenues from oil and gas 

extraction in the form of royalties and dead rents to reflect ownership, they have no right to 

decide on the method of fixing the royalty, its rate or its periodic revision.  Onshore 

licences are granted by the states, but only with prior clearance from the Central 

Government. This joint management does result in some delays in decision-making which 

states do complain about.  Finally, the States are unable to tax oil and gas resources in any 

way they see fit, but may levy taxes on mineral rights only subject to the limitations 

imposed by Central laws relating to oilfield development.
29

 Moreover, in light of the 

strategic nature of the petroleum industry and growing commercial energy demand of the 

country as well as the increasing mismatch between the demand and domestic supply, the 

Central Government has maintained its control of the sector. 

 

Offshore oil and gas 

Ownership and jurisdiction 

The sovereignty of the Union government of India over offshore oil and gas has always 

been established. The original Constitution provided, in Article 297 that all minerals and 

other things of value underlying the ocean, within the territorial waters, vest with the 

Union.
30

 This provision was later amended in 1963 and subsequently re-amended in 1976 
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to expand the Country‘s sovereign powers over the seas beyond its territorial waters to 

extend to the exclusive economic zone as well. Thus, as amended, the Constitution 

provides that while all oil and gas on land belongs to the states, any offshore resource lying 

under the area extending from the baseline
31

 to the edge of the exclusive economic zone is 

owned by the Union. The offshore includes the twelve nautical miles from baseline to the 

end of the territorial waters, plus the next twelve nautical miles, which constitute the 

contiguous zone, as well as the two hundred nautical miles from the baseline which form 

the exclusive economic zone: these are all under the exclusive control and ownership of the 

Union of India.  These limits are currently laid down by the Territorial Waters, Continental 

Shelf, Exclusive Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act, 1976.  Prior to 1976, the 

limits of such areas were to be specified by proclamation of the President, but since 1976 

they are to be specified by a law made by Parliament. 

There is some duplication in the laws that recognize and develop the Centre‘s power 

over offshore petroleum resources.  This is done through the ORDA and P&NG Rules 

which provide for offshore oil and gas leases and licences to be granted by the central 

government, but also through the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive 

Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act, 1976 which provides for the grant of a 

license by the Central Government to explore and exploit the resources found in the 

continental shelf and exclusive economic zone. 

Exploration and Production
32

 

The very high level of expertise and risk associated with oil and gas exploration and 

development compared to other industries have restricted the number of players and 

resulted in a less competitive sector for a large part of its development. From 1955 to 1990, 

the exploration and production sector was highly regulated and dominated by the two 

national oil companies: ONGC and OIL.  However, as supply failed to keep up with 

demand, it was progressively recognized that the exploration activity undertaken by the 

national oil companies was insufficient and this led to a more liberalized regime, including 

the progressive liberalization of the upstream sector. The Government of India had been 

inviting private investment in exploration of oil and gas in the country since late 1970s, 

with the first exploration bidding rounds in 1979.  The first four rounds were spread over 

the period from 1979 to 1991, but they were not successful. After the fourth round, the 

Government adopted a system of continuous round-the-year bidding with exploration 

blocks being offered every six months.  The fifth to eighth rounds were held in 1993-94 

and succeeded in generating some interest in the international oil industry. In an 

innovation, the ninth round held in 1995 –known as the JV round—reduced the risk for 

private investors by associating ONGC and OIL as partners. The bids under all these 

rounds were invited under international competitive bidding. In order to accelerate the pace 

of exploration, the Government introduced the New Exploration and Licensing Policy, 

(NELP) in 1999, with several attractive fiscal and contractual terms.  Under NELP, 

companies are required to bid for work programme commitments, profit petroleum shares, 

and the percentage of annual production to be allocated for cost recovery. The relative 

weights of these components in the overall bids have changed over time. Seven rounds of 

NELP have concluded and blocks under the eighth round are currently being advertised. 
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Onshore Blocks have been offered in thirteen states under the various rounds of NELP: the 

two major oil and gas producing states of Gujarat and Assam, as well as Rajasthan, 

Tripura, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Madhya 

Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur and Nagaland. Shallow and deep-water blocks have been 

offered and PSCs signed for western offshore basins in Mumbai, Kerala-Konkan, Gujarat-

Saurastra regions and eastern offshore regions of Andaman-Nicobar, Krishna Godavari 

Basin, Mahandi, Bengal and Cauvery . 

4. Petroleum revenue arrangements in context of federal fiscal regime 

The fiscal regime for oil and gas comprises a number of charges at various stages of 

development. While most of these are levied by the Centre, some are levied by the states as 

well and some are levied by the Centre but collected by the states. The key payments made 

by oil and gas developers into government coffers are profit oil or profit gas, royalties, dead 

rent, cess, income tax, and sales tax. In addition, several other payments are made in the 

form of fees (licence, lease, and other expenses), minimum alternate tax, service tax, fines 

and penalties. Most of the sources of revenue, especially the ones exclusive to oil and gas, 

notably profit petroleum and oil industry development cess, are non-tax revenues accruing 

to the Centre. The exception is royalties, a non-tax revenue that accrues to the states, 

though its rate is determined by the Centre. 

Importance of petroleum in Government revenue 

The sector is one of the largest contributors to the Indian treasury and an important source 

of revenue for both the Centre and the states. Over the period 1980-2000, royalty from 

offshore oil and gas  and cess revenues from oil and gas rose to a peak of 35% of non-tax 

revenues for the Centre in 1990—and about 7% of total revenues.  Post liberalization in 

1990 and with the increased buoyancy of the economy, this share has declined to average 

about 10% of the Centre‘s non-tax and 2.5% of its total revenues in the period 2002 – 2005.  

 

The sector is also an important source of revenue for some states.  In 2005-06, royalty 

comprised 9% of Gujarat‘s own-source revenues and 25% for Assam, but only 0.02% in 

Rajasthan. Oil is emerging as an important revenue handle in the latter state in more recent 

times, as production rises.  These revenues are important for all of these states, as well as 

for other fiscally dependent states of the North East; for  example, the royalty share in 

2005-06 in Arunachal Pradesh was 8.64% of own revenue. While the fiscal regime changed 

during the different phases of oil and gas development and government policy, the key 

sources of revenue from oil and gas have remained the same, with the exception of profit 

petroleum, which was introduced in production sharing contracts during the pre-NELP 

rounds.  Primarily the difference has been with respect to the level of government take and 

the nature of incentives to attract private investment. Table 1 summarizes the key levies on 

oil and gas development across the three different phases and how these are distributed 

between centre and states. The table shows that, in the case of offshore petroleum, all the 

charges on oil and gas, except sales tax, accrue to the Centre. Even for onshore petroleum, 

a substantial share goes to the centre in the form of profit petroleum, service tax, fringe 

benefit tax, minimum alternate tax, and income tax
33

. 
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Table 1 – Centre State revenue Shares across exploration and production regimes 

Charges  Nominated Pre NELP NELP 

Fees   

 

Onshore States States States 

Offshore Centre Centre Centre 

Dead rent  Onshore States States States 

Offshore Centre Centre Centre 

Royalty Onshore States States States 

Offshore Centre Centre Centre 

Oil Industry 

Development Cess 

Onshore Centre Centre (NOCs 

only) 

- 

Offshore Centre Centre (NOCs 

only) 

- 

Fines/Penalties Onshore - States States 

Offshore - Centre Centre 

Profit Petroleum Onshore - Centre Centre 

Offshore  Centre Centre 

Income tax Onshore Centre Centre Centre After 7 

yrs 

Offshore Centre Centre Centre After 7 

yrs 

Minimum alternate tax Onshore Centre Centre Centre 

Offshore Centre Centre Centre 

Customs duty  Onshore Centre Centre - 

Offshore Centre Centre - 

 

 

Figure 4 illustrates this through the Centre State distribution of revenues from a barrel of 

oil produced under the different regimes of exploration and production. A clear message 

that emerges from this figure is the NELP has actually led to an improved vertical 

distribution of revenues. 
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Figure 4: Centre State revenue shares from a barrel of oil 
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Source: TERI 2008; Data source: Oil India Ltd. 

Centre state sharing of revenue 

The various revenues from the upstream petroleum industry are important for both the 

Centre and the States. However, both do not benefit equally. The Centre‘s share is higher 

given both the bigger contribution of offshore oil and the large number of central fiscal 

levies.   The data suggest that the ratio has varied over the years. The ratio was most 

dramatically tilted to the Centre during the period 1990-91 to 1995-96 when it was 86:14 in 

favour of the Centre.  That period was characterized by a higher share of offshore gas, with 

relatively stable shares in offshore versus onshore oil, as well as by an increase in oil 

industry cess, as defined previously. During this period, private contractors under joint 

venture arrangements did not pay a royalty while the NOC did on its share; the difference 

to a state was made up through additional royalty from Oil Industry Development Board. 

Although centre-state sharing has been more balanced in the current NELP rounds as 

compared to previous exploration and production rounds, the slant towards the centre 

persists. In 2005-06, the Centre-State distribution was about 67:33
34

. 

There are several fiscal instruments bearing on oil and gas exploration and production.  

Of these, three merit closer examination because of their implications for oil and gas 

federalism in India. They are royalties, profit petroleum, and oil industry development cess.  

All have given rise to tensions between the Centre and the states, albeit for different 

reasons.  
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Royalty 

The states‘ main source of revenue from onshore production of crude oil and gas is the 

royalty.  Under the Oil Regulation and Development Act (ORDA), the central government 

has the authority to fix, enhance or reduce the rates of royalty for both onshore and offshore 

resources.  In the current NELP regime, this non-tax revenue is levied at the rate of 12.5% 

on oil and 10% on gas for onshore areas. In offshore areas, the Centre receives royalty at 

the rate of 10% for shallow areas and 5% for deepwater. The previous 20% royalty in pre-

NELP onshore blocks is to taper off by 1.5% annually from 2007/08 to reach 12.5% in 5 

years to ensure uniformity. The royalty, being a share of the product or profit from real 

property, is reserved by the grantor of a mineral lease in exchange for the lessee's right to 

mine or drill on the land.
35

 The states being the owners of the resource, it is a state 

government‘s right. However, in India, while the states‘ right to royalty is protected, it is 

exercisable only to the extent of collection and does not pertain to the determination of 

royalty rates or the manner in which these are affixed.  In effect, the Centre determines how 

much resource rent can be collected through the royalty and how much space will be left 

for other imposts. 

In offshore fields, the royalty payments (either 10% or 5%), along with other payments, 

accrue to the Centre. The Centre has to deposit half of that royalty in a hydrocarbon 

development fund to promote and fund exploration related activities  

Profit petroleum 

Profit petroleum in India has been one of the more contentious sources of revenue from oil 

and gas. It is split between the Central Government and the company or licensee, 

irrespective of whether it is onshore or offshore. Under the Petroleum and Natural Gas 

Rules, an agreement between the Central Government and the Licensee or Lessee may 

contain additional terms and conditions, even where the lessor is a state government and 

this provision provides the legal basis for the Central government entering into Production 

Sharing Agreements with lessees, through which it can receive, as a non-tax revenue, a 

certain share of ―profit petroleum‖. In the NELP regime, all gas producers have signed 

production-sharing contracts entitling the Centre to a share of profit gas either in cash or 

kind.
36

 The relative shares of the government and the contractor vary depending on the 

―Investment Multiple‖ ratio
37

 applied to the contractor‘s cash flow in the previous year.  

The Centre‘s take in profit petroleum is substantial even in onshore fields
38

 and this has 

been a cause of dissatisfaction amongst states. After years of demands by resource-bearing 

states, the Twelfth Finance Commission 
39

 recommended that the Centre should share 

onshore profit petroleum from NELP areas with the producing states in the ratio of 50:50, 

but that there need not be sharing in respect of nomination fields and pre-NELP blocks. 

This differentiated approach was adopted in recognition of the fact that States which had 

offered blocks under NELP would lose revenues because of the lower royalty regime of 

12.5% as compared to 20% for nomination and pre-NELP blocks. However, the Twelfth 

Finance Commission made it clear that ―Our intention is not to recommend sharing of non-

tax revenues with the states as a general principle.”  
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Oil Industry Development Cess 

This is a central impost or assessment that has been levied since 1976 under the Oil 

Industry Development Act 1974 to help develop the oil industry.  It is a production levy, 

which is effectively a well-head cost to the producer, and as a cess, it was meant to be used 

solely for the oil industry. Education cess is levied on OID cess, a tax on a tax, and is also 

part of well-head costs, and is used to support education. While the amount of cess has 

increased over the years, only a small amount is used to benefit the oil industry, and the 

cess has become a key source of revenue for the central government. The cess has fetched 

the central government Rs. 52.13 billion in 2002/03, Rs. 47.6 billion  in 2003/04 and Rs. 

48.91 billion  in 2004/05 and Rs. 48.25 billion  in 2005/06, Rs. 68.55 billion in 2006/07. 

Funds from such proceeds may be made available to the Oil Industry Development Board 

(OIDB), as the central government thinks fit, but this is only one of the eligible activities 

envisaged under the Act for which these funds may be appropriated.  In practice, since 

inception and up to 30
th

 September 2006, the central government collected more than Rs. 

640 billion as cess, but the OIDB has received only Rs.9.02 billion of this, constituting 

1.41% of total cess collection. 
40

 

 

The cess is credited to the Consolidated Fund of India and does not form part of the pool of 

taxes, which the Centre must share with the States through the awards of the Finance 

Commission.  The oil producing States criticize this on the grounds that this constitutes a 

diversion of cess funds for non-oil related activities, and that some cess funds are not 

utilized. In response to the query from the 14
th

 Lok Sabha Committee on why a large share 

of the OID Cess has not gone to the OIDB, the Ministry of Finance had the following 

comment to make: 

 

―The Cess on crude oil levied under the Oil Industry Development Act, 1974 is 

meant for funding the ―Oil Industry‖ and Section 2(k) of the Act defines this term to 

include all activities by way of prospecting or exploring for or production of 

mineral oil, production and marketing of all products down steam of an oil refinery 

and the production of fertilizers and petrochemicals and all activities directly or 

indirectly connected therewith. Thus, the term ―Oil Industry‖ includes production of 

fertilizers and petrochemicals also and all activities directly or indirectly connected 

there with for the purpose of the Act‖.
41

  

 

The Ministry of Finance further argued that the expenditure on the oil industry was in 

excess of cess collection by furnishing data on capital and revenue expenditure for the 

petroleum, petrochemical and fertiliser industries. This explanation was not accepted by the 

Lok Sabha Committee, which recommended that the issue be referred to Comptroller and 

Auditor General for a comprehensive examination. The Committee also reiterated its 

earlier recommendation that a Price Stabilisation Fund be created by using the money 

collected from cess on indigenous crude.  

 

Oil and gas revenues and centre- state fiscal transfers 

Receipts of the Government of India from oil and gas comprise tax and non-tax 

revenues and capital receipts, while those of the states consist of revenues generated from 

own sources—tax  or non-tax instruments on subjects that fall under the domain of state 
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governments—as  well as transfers from the central government. Transfers are made 

through three routes.  A Finance Commission (FC) is appointed every 5 years by the 

President of India to review Centre-State finances and recommend on the sharing of 

devolved taxes and of grants-in-aid of revenues for the next five years
42

. In addition, a 

parallel Planning Commission makes recommendations on a separate stream of transfers to 

states for central assistance for state plans that the Commission has approved; there are also 

plan grants given by the central ministries for implementation of their plan schemes
43

.   

Finally, the third type of grants, which is much smaller in magnitude, essentially consists of 

discretionary grants given by the central ministries to states outside of the planning 

frameworks.  Figure 5 shows this schematically. 

 

The equalization impact amongst states is mainly due to the revenue sharing of the Finance 

Commission and to grants of the Planning Commission
44

.  However, Rao argues that 

politics have increasingly influenced the size and distribution of inter-governmental 

transfers.   ―Failure to address the issue of equalization in public services across the states 

in a systematic manner has led to growing regional disparities
45

.  Regional equality is an 

issue, which is likely to gain significance in the era of coalition politics.  Although richer 

states have for long taken exception to the extent of transfers to backward states by the 

Centre, regionally based political parties in the central coalitions actively seek to influence 

resource allocation policy to favour their regions.  The resistance of some states to the 

Centre‘s growing control over fiscal resources may reflect leverage tactics to extract 

specific concessions for themselves, rather than concern for the broader collective benefit.
46

 

However, the challenge facing Indian federalism today is to deepen both rural and urban 

systems of local governance, particularly in the domain of infrastructure development and 

basic service delivery. The Planning Commission does provide funds for infrastructure but 

this is not specific to oil and gas. Neither the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, being 

a PSU based Ministry, nor the oil rich states receive budgetary support on the Plan side. Oil 

PSUs implement their projects from out of their internal resources and loans. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 : Centre – State Fiscal Transfers –Plan and Finance Commission 
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Source:  TERI, 2009 

Thus oil and gas royalties from onshore basins are part of the non-tax revenues of a state 

and form part of its ―own source‖ revenues. This is why there is so much concern from 

states about revising royalty rates.
47

  As well, in NELP states, 50% of the profit petroleum 

from onshore production is paid back to the states following the recommendations of the 

twelfth Finance Commission. Oil and gas revenues from producing states do not get 

―netted out‖ in the broader revenue sharing formula.   By contrast, the corporate income tax 

collected from oil and gas producing companies does form part of the shareable pool of 

revenues that is divided between the Centre and all states through the awards of the Finance 

Commission
48

.  There is no linkage between the share from this pool that goes to the states 

and the origin of oil revenues.  Other central non-tax revenues from oil and gas are not 

shared with the states. 

The emergence of coalition politics and localization as key features of national politics 

have also been instrumental in creating pressures for more space for the States and local 

governments in decision-making and benefit sharing around resource development.  Oil 

rich states have been demanding transfers from the Centre for the oil and gas they provide 

to the rest of the country. The argument is that oil and gas development is not helping 

producing states as directly as it should, whether through the development of their 

downstream industries, their preferential shares in gas resources offshore their territory, 

their compensation for negative externalities caused by oil and gas development, or an 

appropriate share in tax revenues apart from royalties.
49

 Non-producing states will 

presumably argue to the contrary, and the literature is replete with counsels that  

federations should ensure that the benefits of natural resources be distributed to other 

states, as this is a key cause of regional disparity. After all, it is argued,  a federation should 

think about the national interest and should take into account the interests of the states not 

rich in resources as well.  But if we examine the economic status of resource rich states in 

India, the majority of the states rich in natural  resources, such as oil, gas, minerals and 

forests, are way below the national average on many economic indicators such as fiscal 

deficit, revenue deficit and per capita NSDP, as well as indicators of basic services such as 

access to drinking water,  lighting,  toilets and drainage. There are grave inter-state and 

rural-urban inequalities in access to basic amenities needed for good environmental 

health.
50

  The potential for resource revenues to address such regional inequities calls,  

perhaps, for a more nuanced argumentation on how federations should accommodate 

differences in resource endowments rather than a one-size-fits-all argument.
51

  

5. Macro-economic challenges 

India must manage the impact of highly volatile petroleum prices on foreign exchange 

outflows, on domestic pricing of petroleum products and on government revenues. Since 

India imports 70% of its crude oil requirements, when oil prices rise, its oil bill soars.  In 

2006/07, crude oil imported into the country represented about 38% of the value of the 

country‘s total exports of Rs.5718 billion in that year.
52

    The shock of such high prices 

would have been far worse had it happened a decade earlier when foreign exchange 

reserves were low compared to the more comfortable foreign exchange position in 2007.  
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The Centre‘s revenues from oil and gas (including royalty, cess, excise and customs duty, 

sales tax and dividends) rose by 120 percent from Rs.684 billion in 2000 to Rs.1506 billion 

in 2006/07. Producing states too gained from the ad valorem royalty they earned from 

rising oil prices.   Of course, falling oil prices have reversed this.  Figure 6 shows that while 

there has been an improvement in fiscal balances in India, mainly as a result of rising 

personal and corporate income taxes, one key source of concern for fiscal health are the 

under-recoveries
53

 in the oil sector which are in the nature of off-budget liabilities. Since 

prices of domestic petroleum products in India are controlled, the rising price of crude oil 

led in 2007 to oil marketing companies (OMCs) having dramatic under-recoveries of 

Rs.770 billion on price-controlled products.  The government reduced the burden on public 

sector companies by floating oil bonds which took up 46% of this burden, so that public 

sector  upstream oil  and gas companies then bore 33% of the burden and the public OMCs 

the balance of 21%.  While protecting the consumer and the voter, this bleeds the 

companies and will impose an interest payment burden in the future.  Estimations are  that 

the public sector OMCs will close the financial year 2008-09 with under-recoveries of Rs 

1,045 billion on selling petroleum products below the market price
54

 

Figure 6: Trends in fiscal imbalances in India 

 

Source: Economic Outlook, 2008-09.p 58 

 

In fact, the Centre was a net beneficiary of rising oil prices, even with its support for price 

controls.  During the period of rising oil prices, producing states have been demanding a 

share of profit petroleum from onshore blocks, as they felt that they were not benefiting 

from the higher oil prices.  As discussed earlier, this was referred to the 12
th

 Finance 

Commission, which granted that oil-bearing states should have a share of 50% of the profit 

oil and gas from onshore fields in NELP blocks. 

 

Environmental and social issues 
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While the environmental and social impact of exploration and production activities is 

more direct and obvious for onshore activities, offshore development can also have 

negative impacts for maritime states and local people, especially where these operations are 

close to the coast.  The disposal of producing water and drilling waste can affect local 

fisheries, other pelagic species, or the benthos in the surrounding areas.  In many deltaic 

regions of the world, marine communities complain of loss of catch due to environmental 

pollution from oil spills, drilling waste, etc.   The issue is insufficiently researched in India. 

As a result, although many environmental, economic, social and cultural costs are 

associated with the large-scale oil and gas development, not all of them are compensated 

for. 

India has a rather extensive environmental legislation evolved over the years as a result of 

several enactments, amendments, public interest litigations and an active and green 

judiciary. The environmental externalities associated with resource development, including 

petroleum are extensive and are normally required to be taken into account by the operator 

in accordance with the rules regulating resources development, and also as part of good 

practices in the oil development projects. However, given the scale of resource 

development and related externalities, the issue is not just between a company and the 

contracting government, but extends to and requires involvement of all the actors, 

including state and local governments and the public at large. With respect to social 

externalities, the premise for its management rests on an extended reading of Article 21, 

whereby life with human dignity
55

 and right to livelihood
56

 is an intrinsic part of right to 

life. 

Federal issues in management of environmental and social externalities 

Different aspects of the environment are managed at different levels of the government – 

centre, state and district. The environment does not feature in the Indian Constitution as a 

separate entry under the schedule setting out the legislative rights of the Centre and states. 

However, the environment encompasses air, water, land, and the interrelationships amongst 

these and human beings and other living creatures
57

, and several of these components of the 

environment are constitutionally listed legislative and administrative responsibilities of the 

Centre, the states or both. A whole range of laws on water, air, forests, wildlife, waste etc. 

have been passed within the constitutional framework; for example, land and water are 

state subjects, while forests and wildlife are concurrent. Beside these clearly distinct 

subjects, residuary power vests with the Centre, hence, any environmental subject not listed 

in the scheme of distribution as per schedule VII, is the Centre‘s prerogative. Therefore, 

any environmental field other than the ones mentioned, such as water, forests, land, 

wildlife, can be legislated upon by the Centre in the exercise of its residuary powers.  

While environmental and social effects can be felt both locally and in adjoining areas, their 

management may or may not be dealt with at all levels.  In the Indian federal system, 

institutions at different levels share powers and responsibilities vis-à-vis the management 

of environmental externalities. Even in centrally enacted legislation such as the 

Environment Protection Act, Water Prevention and Control of Pollution Act, Wildlife 

Protection Act, states and institutions within states are conferred with powers and charged 

with responsibilities for environmental management. Sometimes these acts also serve as a 
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check on the powers of the lower levels of government, e.g., the contentious case of the 

Forest Conservation Act making it mandatory for states to have prior approval of the 

Centre before diverting forestland. Therefore, in reality, this sharing of rights and 

responsibilities of environmental management tends strongly to favour the Centre.  

 Oil producing regions have demanded a greater say in decision-making with respect to 

the management of resources and sought compensation for negative environmental and 

social externalities arising out of onshore oil and gas development. Similarly, in the case of 

the offshore, while all revenues accrue to the Centre, coastal states are subject to various 

risks of oilfield development.  Even for onshore petroleum, it is the Centre that enjoys a 

share in production and profit petroleum, with states receiving only a few minor payments 

other than the royalty.  In other words, the discontent of producing states relates to the fact 

that the Centre dominates control over petroleum resources and is the principal beneficiary 

of the revenues, while states must address or mitigate various externalities. The petroleum 

industry normally follows the environmental norms laid down but in the event of a mishap, 

such as an onshore oil spill or seepage, the immediate responsibility of sampling, testing 

and taking action lies on the state pollution control boards.
58

  

The whole issue is no different where the states are in control of development activity 

and managing environment and displacement issues - the only difference is that it is the 

local community which bears the environmental and social burden and is left out of the 

project benefit stream. The discontent, as in the case of centre-state relations, is both in 

terms of decision-making as well as sharing the benefits of resource development.  In cases 

of onshore development of petroleum resources, states find a means to augment their 

revenue, but it seldom percolates down to those at whose cost this revenue is generated. 

The issues around land acquisition and inadequate compensation best capture this 

discontent. Much of this discontent stems from inadequate public participation in 

environmental and natural resource management.  

Public participation in oil and gas decision-making   

Public participation in the Indian environmental decision-making process is largely 

external, where policies and decisions are influenced by way of civil society actions and 

public interest litigation. In the context of resource development projects, the relevant piece 

of legislation that institutionalizes public participation is the Environment Impact 

Assessment Notification. The notification has a four-stage EIA process, where public 

consultations are integral through a public hearing and responses in writing from other 

stakeholders. In principle, EIA provides an opportunity to engage with affected people and 

vulnerable groups and incorporate their concerns into the decision-making process.
59

  

However, much of the scope for public participation has been dissolved by the notification 

of 2006, whereby the public agency or authority may exclude a public hearing from an EIA 

process, where it is of the opinion that it is not possible to conduct the public hearing in a 

manner which will enable the views of the concerned local persons to be freely expressed.  

Public participation in large development-related activities is often mere lip service and 

therefore, most projects fail to address the local concerns adequately.  These concerns are 
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not just related to environmental protection but pertain to loss of habitat, livelihood and 

demands for a share in the revenue stream of these projects. Land is an important and 

highly volatile issue at many points during the lifecycle of the resource project, including 

onshore oil and gas projects. For instance, various oil and gas fields when drilled and 

commissioned have displaced up to 15,000 farmers in the states of Assam and Tripura 

alone.
60

 

Evidence of political protests around the unfairness of rent distribution in resource 

projects is already common. There already is a rapidly increasing resistance of people who 

have been displaced and stand to be displaced from development projects. The sense of 

unfairness involved in the absolutely asymmetric distribution of benefits and losses from 

such development and the failure to address this frontally will only lead to greater protests. 

The issue of environmental and social injustice arises when those less able to protest or 

relocate are exposed to the environmental risks from oil and gas development. Failure to 

have explicit and fair compensation to protect affected people and for resource bearing 

states, along with poor management of the revenues or compensation payments collected 

by the State create a sense of disadvantage and unfairness at various levels. Conflict will 

then follow, although the focus of such conflict may be different.  Resource based conflict 

both at the local level as well as the Union-State level can well destabilize the federal and 

political order, if producing states and local communities begin to feel that they are getting 

a raw deal relative to the development of the resources in their states. 

Special rights of indigenous people 

Of all the people affected by resource development, indigenous people are often the worst 

hit on account of the close relationship they share with the land and natural resources. 

Displacement leads to not only a loss of habitat and livelihood, but also has socio-cultural 

repercussions for the indigenous communities which have to relocate to new surroundings 

and adopt the so-called mainstream lifestyles. The Indian Constitution has certain specific 

provisions in Schedule V and VI that recognize the special status and concerns of 

indigenous people. It envisages a ‗larger system of permitting the smaller political systems 

of tribal populations to be part of the system to remain distinct culturally but to be part of 

the larger system politically with sufficient autonomy wherever necessary and possible‘
61

. 

The tribal areas in some of the northeast Indian states have certain autonomous districts 

and autonomous regions. The Regional and the District Councils for these regions in the 

tribal areas of schedule VI states
62

, have the power to make laws with respect to allotment, 

occupation or use, or the setting apart, of land for purposes likely to promote the interests 

of the inhabitants.
 63

 These Councils are also empowered to assess and collect revenue on 

lands in accordance with the principles followed by the State Government.
64

  Certain states, 

including the northeastern hill states of Nagaland and Mizoram, have been granted a 

special status under the Constitution whereby their control over land and natural resources 

is preserved.
 65

 In another instance of safeguarding the rights of indigenous people, 

panchayats, or units of governance at the village level have the power to prevent alienation 
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of land in the Scheduled Areas and to take appropriate action to restore any unlawfully 

alienated land of a Scheduled Tribe. 

To summarize, ―there is a framework for regulating the powers and responsibilities in 

the case of resource development and to address environmental (and some social) 

implications of resources development.  Yet, poor environmental and social outcomes 

suggest that there is inadequate oversight by regulatory bodies at various levels of 

government and poor enforcement of the laws.  Evidence of this is the problem of non-

point source pollution and land degradation, land appropriation and unfair payment 

arrangements for land bought for resource development from the local people, complaints 

of human rights infringements, and poor environmental health in project regions.  

Inadequate or difficult to access compensation payments for project affected people or their 

relocation in a way that is not compatible with original lifestyles are evidence of 

insufficient attention to mitigating the details of resource development impacts.‖
66

 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

We have highlighted certain issues around  oil and gas management and revenues in the  

Indian federal context. One key emerging issue centres around the demand of both states 

and sub-state units for a greater share of decision-making on resource development. This 

demand reflects the current dominance of the Centre which leaves little space available for 

states to make decisions and raise revenues from their oil wealth
67

. Oil and gas revenues 

are already a key source of non-tax revenues for some producing states; with more buoyant 

commodity markets, these resources are increasingly being targeted as an attractive 

revenue source, especially by states that are resource rich but poor. There are two sets of 

vertical equity issues here:  

 Those related to the considerable revenues going to the developer or to the 

Centre rather than the producing states.  

 Those related more specifically to dealing with benefit distribution and 

addressing of social and economic externalities, which involve both state and 

local levels.  

The fiscal argument is well articulated in Viswanthan (2007, p 8):  

A fundamental cause of regional disparity is divergence in natural resource 

endowments in different provinces. Fiscal federal experience indicates, 

however, that the determining issue is the possibility of exploiting such 

resources to augment the budgetary capacity of sub-national governments. 

A case in point is mineral wealth like oil, coal and other deposits on which 

royalties are raised for the public exchequer. If sub-national governments 

are largely free to levy royalties in mineral rich areas, their budgetary 

resources often need little supplementation through compulsory levies. 

Much depends, however, on how the regulatory and fiscal power to control 

natural resource exploitation is shared by different government levels. 

 

Thus demands made by States are not just about increased shares in revenues, but also 

greater independent sources of revenue, as well as about value added at the local level. We 

would argue,  that at  this point in time in India‘s federal history,  there may be a case for 
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reducing regional disparities in India by actually giving more powers to the states, subject 

to a later review when there is a greater regional balance in India,  to use their  oil, gas and 

other minerals as revenue and development handles. The control of the Centre over states 

in resource development is in place in order to ensure that resources are used in the national 

interest. While this is reflected in the fact that regulation and control over oil and gas 

development is vested in the Centre,   the control over decisions that relate to revenue 

augmentation for the states should be by an independent body, such as the Finance 

Commission or some other third party mechanism, that is neither linked to the Centre nor 

the states.
68

 More recently, the Finance Commissioner has argued for the need of a new 

natural gas policy, which among other things,  will  allow for a greater fiscal space to the 

States to enable increased supplies of critically short public goods, by having the Centre 

share not only the profit gas from offshore gas, as recommended earlier by the 12
th

 Finance 

Commission, but also royalty from offshore,  which technically goes to the Centre.
69

 

 

Federations need to ensure that compensation and revenue sharing systems are in 

place for economic, ethical, political and fiscal reasons
70

. Since most of the adverse 

impacts are borne by the resource bearing state not the entire country, the states should be 

adequately compensated for the same. In India‘s federal system, although the compensation 

paid is supposed to go down to the state and sub-state level, it is the Centre, which fixes 

and levies most of them. Whether it is  payment for  ownership rights or for environmental 

clearance, all of these are affixed by the Centre. Compensation and revenue sharing 

involves clearly going beyond just resource bearing states, to the people of the state, and 

more so to project-affected people. Given globalization, the increased rights debate,  and 

the move to localization, it is important that the discussion on accommodation of 

differences in resource endowments in federations goes beyond addressing the relative 

budgetary capacity of resource rich and non-resource rich sub-national governments, to 

also addressing issues of the benefits and costs of developing natural  resources  at various 

levels and issues of ownership, management, and control.
71

 To address vertical inequities 

within oil producing regions, we have, in the 2008 study,  recommended that  a share of the 

royalty collected by States  be earmarked for development of human capital in the oil and 

gas producing area  and for an intergenerational fund as this is a finite resource. An 

indicative amount that we suggested was 15% of royalty be set aside as a depletion charge 

– 5% to go to  the local community to reflect their existential, if not legal, stake in resource 

development and to be used for developing human capital in the area and 10% into an 

intergenerational fund.
72

 

Our analysis also leads us to conclude that federalism was not an issue in the earlier 

phases of oil development, and that federal arrangements did not affect the development of 

oil and gas in India through the 1970s and 1980s, even though these were seen as decades 

in which ―Indian federalism was haunted by the spectre of centralization.‖
73

 National 

interest considerations and the still weak developing condition of states trumped any 

regional demands that may have been simmering on these issues
74

. However, this situation 

is changing today with rising commodity prices, increased aspirations of the people of the 

producing states for improved opportunities, economic reform, and the increased leverage 

of states nationally with regional parties as key players in coalition governments at the 

Centre. This has created an interdependence and mutuality between the national and the 
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regional levels.
75

  Resource rich states increasingly realize their own importance and that of 

their resources, which they see as levers for the development aspirations of their people. 

Revenue arrangements could actually be used to reduce regional disparities in resource rich 

states in India by giving more direct fiscal powers over resources to the states. This 

devolution of revenues and control to producing states at this point in time, subject to the 

caveat mentioned before, along with strengthened institutions of oversight and rule 

enforcement, improved stakeholder dialogue, more creative and equitable revenue 

distribution arrangement, would in fact help strengthen India‘s evolving federalism
76

.  
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